We examine how genomic imprinting may have evolved at an X-linked locus, using six diallelic models of selection in which one allele is imprintable and the other is not. Selection pressures are generated by genetic conflict between mothers and their offspring. The various models describe cases of maternal and paternal inactivation, in which females may be monogamous or bigamous. When inactivation is maternal, we examine the situations in which only female offspring exhibit imprinting as well as when both sexes do. We compare our results to those previously obtained for an autosomal locus and to four models in which a dominant modifier of biallelic expression is subjected to the same selection pressures. We find that, in accord with verbal predictions, maternal inactivation of growth enhancers and paternal inactivation of growth inhibitors are more likely than imprinting in the respective opposite directions, although these latter outcomes are possible for certain parameter combinations. The expected outcomes are easier to evolve than the same outcomes for autosomal loci, contradicting the available evidence concerning the direction of imprinting on mammalian sex chromosomes. In most of our models stable polymorphism of imprinting status is possible, a behavior not predicted by verbal accounts.
T HE differential expression of mammalian genes depothesis," was proposed by Haig and co-workers (Haig and Graham 1991; Moore and Haig 1991; Haig 1992). pending on the sex of the parent from which they are inherited is known as genomic imprinting (Barlow It argues that multiple paternity within or among a female mammal's pregnancies gives rise to a genetic conflict be-1995; Franklin et al. 1996; John and Surani 1996; Bartolomei and Tilghman 1997) . In its typical form, tween parents. All offspring are equally related to their mother, whereas they may have different fathers. Fetal imprinting is the nonexpression in at least some tissues for some period of development of a paternally or magrowth-promoting genes such as Igf-2 should be inactivated by the mother, according to the genetic-conflict ternally derived gene. The best-known example of an imprinted gene is that of insulin-like growth factor II hypothesis, because she can maximize their survival (Igf-2): in most tissues of all mammals studied to date (and hence her own fitness) by controlling the rate at (e.g., humans, mice, rats, deer mice, pigs, sheep, and which she nourishes her offspring. It is in the father's opossum) only the paternally derived gene is expressed interest, however, to ensure that his children survive, and the maternally derived gene is silent (Dechiara et possibly at the expense of half-sibs not his, and so he makes al. 1991; Giannoukakis et al. 1993; Pedone et al. 1994;  sure their growth-enhancing genes are transcribed. This Vrana et al. 1998; Nezer et al. 1999; McLaren and conflict can also be viewed as being between mothers Montgomery 1999; O' Neill et al. 2000) . This form of and their offspring (Spencer et al. 1998) . The prediction non-Mendelian expression thus renders the individual for growth-inhibiting loci, such as murine insulin-like functionally haploid at the imprinted locus. Theoretical growth factor 2 receptor (Igf2-r), follows from the same arguments suggest that diploidy is strongly favored in logic: they should be maternally active only. And, inorganisms with high levels of recombination such as deed, these predictions seem to be largely upheld, almammals (Otto and Goldstein 1992), leading to the though there are intriguing exceptions (Hurst and question of how an imprinted system might arise.
McVean 1998; Spencer et al. 1999; Spencer 2000) . The most prominent suggestion for the evolutionary A number of these exceptions concern loci on the origin of genomic imprinting, the "genetic-conflict hymammalian X chromosome, inferred from the effects of uniparental disomy in humans, as well as XO mice and humans, which develop as females. For instance, is denoted by p and that of a males by q (ϭ 1 Ϫ p). As in Spencer et al. (1998) , the parent-offspring conflict is
Model and case names developed in this article
implemented by assuming that the effect of imprinting reduces the viability of the imprinted individual by an 
Biallelic modifier, female expression only, bigamous females BA1 Biallelic modifier, expression in all,
monogamous females BA2
Biallelic modifier, expression in all, bigamous females in which the mean fitness of females, T f , is the sum of the right-hand sides of Equations 1 so that xЈ ϩ yЈ ϩ zЈ ϭ 1, and et al. 1998) . This observation suggests that a pЈ ϭ x ϩ y 2 and qЈ ϭ y 2 ϩ z.
(2) fetal growth enhancer on the X is paternally inactivated or downregulated, the opposite prediction from the These equations afford just two equilibria (i.e., values original verbal version of the genetic-conflict hypotheof x, y, z, p, and q such that xЈ ϭ x, yЈ ϭ y, zЈ ϭ z, pЈ ϭ sis. Nevertheless, mathematical modeling of this hypothp, and qЈ ϭ q), both of which are trivial: fixation of A esis as it applies to autosomal genes has revealed that (i.e., x ϭ 1, y ϭ 0, z ϭ 0, p ϭ 1, and q ϭ 0) and fixation the purely verbal descriptions are misleading and such of a (i.e., x ϭ 0, y ϭ 0, z ϭ 1, p ϭ 0, and q ϭ 1). Local nonstandard outcomes are possible (Spencer et al. 1998; stability analysis (Edelstein-Keshet 1988; see appenIwasa et al. 1999) . In this article, therefore, we examine dix a) shows that just one of these equilibria is stable mathematically the effect of genetic conflict on potenfor given values of s and t: fixation of A when t Ͻ 4s/ tial imprinting at a sex-linked locus.
(3 Ϫ 3s) and fixation of a when t Ͼ 4s/(3 Ϫ 3s). Indeed, the stability can be shown (see appendix a) to be global. et al. (1998) to apply to a sex-linked locus. Suppose that there are two
alleles, A and a, at the X-linked locus, with the A allele having standard expression and a being imprintable. In the terms of this model, deciding whether or not whereas Equations 2 are unchanged. Local stability analimprinting evolves entails finding the conditions under ysis (see appendix a) shows that case IP2 affords the which a can invade a population fixed for A and when same two fixation equilibria as for case IP1, as well as a a can fix, driving A to extinction. Let x be the frequency potential third internal equilibrium, at which the female of AA females, y be that of Aa females and z (ϭ 1 Ϫ genotype frequencies are given by the quasi-Hardy-
, where x Ϫ y) be that of aa females. The frequency of A males 
AA, a 
Maternally derived alleles are written first. All broods are of fixed size 2. 
Aa, a 
Maternally derived alleles are written first. All broods are of fixed size 2. Genomic Imprinting at a Sex-Linked Locus locally unstable. This tripartite division of parameter p ϭ s(4 ϩ 3t) Ϫ 2t st (4) space into two regions of fixation and one region in between admitting polymorphism (see Figure 1 ) is typiis the equilibrium value for p. This third equilibrium is cal of our results and mimics the autosomal model refeasible (i.e., all genotype frequencies are between zero sults of Spencer et al. (1998) . and one) and locally stable provided Case IMF1: We now turn to maternal inactivation, starting with the case in which females are strictly mono2s
gamous. We assume that genes found in hemizygous males are not imprinted, even though they are maternally inherited; this assumption is reversed below in case which occurs if and only if both fixation equilibria are IMA1. With the help of Table 2 , we derive the following to fix it is t Ͼ 4s/(3 Ϫ 4s). In between these values a stable equilibrium exists, at which the female genotype iterations in which T f and T m are the normalizing mean female and male fitnesses, respectively, frequencies are given by the quasi-Hardy-Weinberg for-
), where
is the equilibrium value for p. Case IMA2: When females are bigamous Equations 8
(6) and 9 are unchanged, paralleling the identity between cases IMF1 and IMF2. and
Modification of expression models: Hurst (1999) argued that the models of autosomal imprinting devel-
oped in Spencer et al. (1999) should be compared with models for a dominant modifier of biallelic expression (7) that had the same effects on the fitnesses within sibships.
(The dominance of the modifier allows its effect on the As for case IP2, there are three possible equilibria, population to be felt as soon as it arises, as is the case two trivial fixations and an internal, polymorphic equifor the imprintable mutant a.) He constructed a model librium, the expression for which is extremely long and of a dominant modifier of expression and showed that so not given here. (It is available on request from H. G.
if females were strictly monogamous, the invasion condiSpencer and at http:/ /www.otago.ac.nz/zoology/research/ tions for this modifier were the same as those for the spencer.) Again, parameter space divides into three imprintable allele. Because such modifiers would retain parts: for low values of t (t Ͻ 8s/(6 Ϫ 5s)), nonimprinting the benefits of diploidy (such as masking of deleterious evolves, whereas for high values (t Ͼ 2(6 Ϫ recessive mutations), he reasoned that modification of
2 )/(Ϫ8 ϩ 9s)), imprinting evolves. expression was more likely to evolve than imprinting. In between these t values, numerical work indicates With multiple paternity, however, the conditions for an that the internal equilibrium is stable.
imprintable allele to invade were less restrictive than Case IMF2: We now use Table 3 to derive the iterations those for the modifier of expression. Thus Hurst (1999) for maternal inactivation with bigamous females, obconcluded that multiple paternity was indeed necessary taining Equations 6 and 7 again. Hence, the analysis of for autosomal imprinting to evolve (although it should equilibria is the same as for case IMF1.
be noted that he did not examine the fixation condiCase IMA1: We now assume that a alleles found in tions for such modifiers). hemizygous males are imprinted, first confining our
We can derive comparable models of expression modattentions to the case when females are strictly monogaification here. Suppose that a dominant, sex-linked mous. With the help of Table 2 , we derive the following modifier allele, M, confers on its bearers the same viabiliiterations, ties as imprinted individuals. We are interested in the conditions under which M can invade and replace the
wild-type m allele. Table 4 shows these fitnesses (as well as offspring frequencies) for the sibships arising when
females are strictly monogamous, for two sets of assumptions: that the expression of M is limited to females (case BF1) and that it is expressed in both sexes (case
BA1). Table 5 shows the case when females are strictly bigamous. and
In all these models, let x 1 be the frequency of mm females, x 2 be that of Mm females, and
x 2 ) be that of MM females. The frequency of m males is denoted by p 1 and that of M males by p 2 (ϭ 1 Ϫ p 1 ). Case BF1: Table 4 enables us to derive the following
recursion for these frequencies, in which
The condition for a to invade is that t Ͼ 4s/(3 Ϫ 3s);
in which T f is the sum of the right-hand sides of Equations 12 so that xЈ 1 ϩ xЈ 2 ϩ xЈ 3 ϭ 1 and
in which T m is the sum of the right-hand sides of Equations 13 so that pЈ 1 ϩ pЈ 2 ϭ 1. Local stability analysis shows that the modifying allele, M, can invade a population fixed for m if t Ͼ t M ϭ 8(√(3 Ϫ 2s)/(3 Ϫ 3s) Ϫ 1). The condition for the fixation of M cannot be obtained using the usual methods (since the leading eigenvalue is exactly one; see appendix b) and we have instead obtained it numerically (see appendix b) and plotted it in Figure 2a . In between the dotted lines of Figure 2a , numerical work indicates that there is a stable polymorphism of m and M, mirroring the results for the imprinting models (except IP1), although we have not been able to find an analytical expression for its value.
Case BF2: Table 5 enables us to derive the following recursion for allele frequencies for the case when females are strictly bigamous, (14) in which T f is the sum of the right-hand sides of Equations 14 so that xЈ 1 ϩ xЈ 2 ϩ xЈ 3 ϭ 1 and Equations 13 for the iterations in males are unchanged.
The condition for M to invade is now less stringent: t Ͼ t M ϭ 2(√(25 Ϫ 17s)/(1 Ϫ s) Ϫ 5); we have again used numerical methods to estimate the condition for its fixation (see Figure 2a) .
Case BA1: If we now assume that the modifier M affects expression of A in both sexes, Equations 12 and 13 become 
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16
T m pЈ 2 ϭ (1 Ϫ s)
Local stability analysis shows that the M allele will
invade a population fixed for m if t Ͼ 4s/(3 Ϫ 3s), the same condition as for the invasion of a paternally and inactivated a into a population fixed for A. Stable fixation of M, however, requires larger values of t for a given
Case BA2: If we now assume that the modifier M affects however, fixation of imprinting is not stable unless t is expression of A in both sexes, Equations 15 and 16 somewhat larger, t Ͼ 4s/(3 Ϫ 4s) (see Figure 1b) . In become between these values a stable internal equilibrium exists. Hence, for a paternally inactivated locus in a monoga-
mous population, the effect of being sex linked (as opposed to autosomal) is to (i) eliminate the possibility of a polymorphism in imprinting status and (ii) increase
the proportion of parameter space favoring the evolution of pure imprinting. This second conclusion also applies to a bigamous population as Figure 1c shows:
(1 ϩ 2p 1 ) the t threshold for the successful invasion of a is the same in both IP2 and P-OP2, but the threshold for its
2 (17) fixation is higher in the latter: t Ͼ 2s/(1 Ϫ 2s) in P-OP2
vs. 4s/(2 Ϫ 3s) in IP2. and Maternal inactivation: As in the autosomal models of Spencer et al. (1998) , there is no effect of multiple
paternity on the likelihood of maternal inactivation, whether this inactivation applied to all offspring (cases IMA1 and IMA2) or female offspring only (cases IMF1 (18) and IMF2). Both these cases permitted polymorphism in imprinting status for certain parameter combinations. The successful invasion of M now requires t Ͼ Comparing these pairs of cases (see Figure 1d ) shows (√64 Ϫ 8s ϩ s 2 Ϫ 8 ϩ 5s)/(3 Ϫ 3s), although the conthat imprinting is more likely to evolve if the inactivation dition for fixation is identical to that for case BA2.
affects female offspring only. Cases IMA1 and IMA2 have stability conditions, equilibrium values, and mean fitnesses identical to those for ANALYSIS the corresponding autosomal P-OM1 model of Spencer Local stability analysis results are summarized for all et al. (1998) , even though the iterations are necessarily cases in Table 6 . different (since IMA1 and IMA2 have separate equaPaternal inactivation: Case IP1 is notable as the only tions for males and females). Thus, there is no effect one of our models that fails to divide s-t parameter space of autosomal vs. sex-chromosome inactivation if all offin three, because no polymorphic equilibrium (either spring are imprinted. But if only female offspring are stable or unstable) exists. In contrast, case IP2 produces imprinted, cases IMF1 and IMF2 (Figure 1d) show that the same pattern as seen in all Spencer et al. 's (1998) X chromosome inactivation can invade for all parameter models of autosomal imprinting due to genetic conflict: values for which autosomal inactivation can invade, as a region of parameter space between the two stable well as at other values for which autosomal inactivation fixations in which a polymorphic equilibrium is locally fails to evolve. X chromosome inactivation is thus more (and indeed, globally) stable (see Figure 1a) . Hence, likely than autosomal inactivation. one effect of multiple paternity on paternal X-locus Direction of imprinting: Since the invasion and fixainactivation is the possibility of polymorphism in imtion condition for a in case IP1 is the same as that for printing status. invasion in IMA1, Figure 1d also allows us to predict A second effect of multiple paternity can also be seen the direction of imprinting under strict monogamy. If in Figure 1a : it reduces the proportion of parameter maternal inactivation affects both sexes, fixation of a space leading to paternal inactivation for growth enpaternally inactivated allele is more likely than that of hancers (s and t Ͼ 0) and increases it for growth inhibione that is maternally inactivated, whether the gene tors (s and t Ͻ 0). This result is the same as in the inhibits or enhances growth. This increased likelihood autosomal models (Spencer et al. 1998) and fits with comes completely at the expense of the likelihood of the verbal prediction of the genetic-conflict hypothesis.
polymorphism in imprinting; the regions of parameter We can also make comparisons between these X chrospace favoring fixation of the unimprintable A are idenmosome models and the corresponding autosomal tical. models of Spencer et al. (1998) as to how they partition If maternal inactivation affects just female offspring, parameter space. For example, Spencer et al. 's (1998) again, under strict monogamy, fixation of a paternally P-OP1 is directly comparable to IP1, differing only in inactivated allele is more likely than that of an allele that the former models an autosomal locus rather than that is maternally inactive (Figure 1d ). Nevertheless, a an X-linked one. It turns out that the condition for the maternally inactivated allele can successfully invade over invasion of the imprintable a allele is the same in both a greater part of parameter space than a paternally inaccases: t Ͼ 4s/ (3 Ϫ 3s) . Under the IP1 model, this inequality is also the condition for fixation of a; under P-OP1, tivated allele and reach a stable polymorphism not possi- 
Numerical solution (Figure 2a ) Not found analytically
Not found analytically
Not found analytically ble for the latter. Again, these conclusions apply to both affecting just female offspring or those affecting all offspring-is more likely to invade by considering Figure growth enhancers and inhibitors.
When females are strictly bigamous, however, we ob2c for the monogamous and Figure 2d for the bigamous case. Under monogamy, modifiers that affect only fetain results more in accord with the genetic conflict's verbal predictions. Figure 1e shows that for growth enmale offspring are clearly more likely to succeed, and that is also true under bigamy for modifiers of growth hancers (s, t Ͼ 0), both the curves for IP2 are above all those for IMF2 and IMA2, so inactivation is likely to be inhibitors. For modifiers of growth enhancers, however, female bigamy causes modifiers affecting offspring of maternal rather than paternal, regardless of whether maternal inactivation occurs in all offspring or only in both sexes to invade and fix over a greater part of parameter space. females. For growth inhibitors, the situation is reversed, and so they are more likely to be maternally active.
Imprinting or modification? Figure 2c reveals that, under strict monogamy, biallelic modifiers of female Biallelic modification: Figure 2a shows that multiple paternity has the same effect in the biallelic modifieroffspring are more likely to invade than paternally inactivated alleles, which (except for the effects of masking) of-female-offspring models that it has in the models of autosomal and paternal X chromosome inactivation: it are as likely to invade as modifiers of both sexes. But fixation of paternally inactivated alleles is more likely becomes easier for biallelic modifiers of growth inhibitors to invade and fix but more difficult for biallelic than fixation of either sort of modifier. Under strict bigamy, however, we find that for growth enhancers, modifiers of growth enhancers to do so. If the modifier allele is expressed in both male and female offspring, modifiers are more likely to invade and fix, whereas growth inhibitors are more likely to be imprinted (Fighowever , multiple paternity has no effect on the likelihood of fixation; it only makes polymorphism more ure 2d). This deduction implies that growth inhibitors rather than growth enhancers are likely to be paternally likely for growth inhibitors and less likely for growth enhancers (Figure 2b) .
inactivated. The corresponding comparisons are made for materWe can also predict which sort of modifiers-those nal inactivation in Figure 2 , e and f. Comparing alleles inactivation (IMA1, IMA2, IMF1, and IMF2) would an imprintable growth enhancer with s ϭ 0.42 and t ϭ 0.84 that are imprintable only in female offspring with biallelic modifiers of female offspring (Figure 2e) , we see invade, let alone fix, even though the cost of imprinting to an individual (s) matches the family-level benefit to that, for growth enhancers, imprinting is more likely than modification, whatever the mating system. For that individual (t/2). This finding is important because in the autosomal model of Mochizuki et al. (1996) , growth inhibitors, however, multiple paternity is needed to make imprinting less likely than modification. Figure  which used a hybrid quantitative genetic-game theory approach, any degree of multiple paternity led to the 2f allows us to compare the regions of parameter space for the cases in which alleles are imprinted in all offspring evolution of imprinting. For a more detailed critique of the game-theoretic approach to modeling the evoluwith those in which modification occurs in all offspring. For growth enhancers, imprinting is more likely only tion of imprinting see Weisstein et al. (2002) . Polymorphism in imprinting status-the presence in under multiple paternity; conversely, for growth inhibitors, multiple paternity favors invasion of modification a population of both imprintable and unimprintable alleles at a stable internal equilibrium-is another find-(but fixation of imprinting). With monogamy, modification and imprinting of both growth enhancers and ing matching that derived from autosomal models (Spencer et al. 1998) . Importantly, such outcomes can inhibitors are equally likely to invade (ignoring masking again), although the latter are more likely to fix. Given occur in parts of parameter space where biallelic modification cannot and so may be an expected consequence that most if not all mammals show some degree of multiple paternity, we are left with the conclusion that growth of genetic conflict. Admittedly, we know of no examples of such loci, although we note that few X chromosome enhancers rather than growth inhibitors are likely to be maternally inactivated.
loci are known to be imprinted in any way (Morison et al. 2001 ; but see Davis et al. 2001) . At least two autosoNote also that Figure 2 , e and f, shows that polymorphism in imprinting status is more likely to evolve than mal examples of polymorphism in imprinting status are known: the Wilm's tumor suppressor gene, WT1, on modification, for both growth enhancers (which will likely be maternally inactivated) and growth inhibitors human chromosome 11 ( Jinno et al. 1994 ) and the serotonin-2A (5-HT 2A ) receptor gene, HTR2A, on hu-(which will likely be paternally inactivated). This finding mirrors that of Spencer et al. (1998) Several important contrasts can be made between the results of the above sex-chromosome models and those consequences of genetic conflict at autosomal loci are replicated for X-linked genes. Given some degree of of the autosomal models of Spencer et al. (1998) . The model of paternal inactivation at a sex-linked locus unmultiple paternity, growth enhancers are more likely to be maternally inactivated and growth inhibitors paterder strict monogamy is the only case that does not afford polymorphism in imprinting status for any part of panally so, confirming the primary verbal prediction of the genetic-conflict hypothesis (Haig and Graham 1991;  rameter space. More importantly, however, genetic conflict leads to imprinting on sex chromosomes more easHaig 1992). Moreover, both of these effects are more likely than biallelic modification that has the same fitily than it does for autosomes, no matter what level of multiple paternity applies. Given that the meager ness consequences.
Multiple paternity is not necessary for imprinting to evidence concerning the direction of imprinting in actual cases of X chromosome imprinting contradicts both evolve, but it makes the above directional outcomes more likely. For example, with strict monogamy, the the verbal and model-derived predictions of genetic conflict, we agree with Iwasa and Pomiankowski fixation of a paternally inactivated growth enhancer is more likely than that of one that is maternally inacti-(1999) that it is an unlikely explanation for X chromosome imprinting in general. vated in offspring of both sexes. Even with multiple paternity, imprinting can occur in the opposite direcIt is important to understand just what we mean when we argue that certain outcomes are more likely than tion from that predicted by the genetic-conflict hypothesis in suitable parts of parameter space.
others. We are not saying simply that these outcomes occur over large parts of parameter space; there are two Another point of agreement with the results of the autosomal modeling of Spencer et al. (1998) is that reasons for denying this link. First, the way in which parameter space is measured-e.g., an arithmetic or a imprinting need not evolve, even under conditions that would seem to favor it under verbal versions of genetic log scale-affects the size of different portions. Second, parts of parameter space that are small no matter how conflict. For instance, in none of the cases of maternal they are measured can easily be reached by natural addition to mammals in which genomic imprinting has processes. Indeed, selection may be adept at finding been unambiguously recognized (Alleman and Docsuch places, as in the case of the regions of parameter tor 2000), since pollen can often travel great distances. space of the standard viability selection model that main- of X-linked genes in females is expected to be the aver- 1610-1613. age of expression levels on each chromosome, whereas Bartolomei, M. S., and S. M. Tilghman, 1997 Genomic imprinting in males it is simply that from the sole, maternal, X. 
